Eight short films by:
Maria Beatty, Bruce LaBruce, Jürgen Brüning, Emilie Jouvet,
Manuela Kay, Kristian Petersen, Courtney Trouble, Todd Verow
Germany 2011, 90 Minutes
Concept by Kristian Petersen in association with Jürgen Brüning Filmproduktion and Manuela Kay
Lesbian, gay and transgender Sex from a new perspective
In the four earlier films: “Fucking Different Berlin“, “-New York“, “-Tel Aviv“ and “- Sao Paulo“ it was the
same city that the filmmakers had in common. In “Fucking Different XXX“ it’s the passion for explicit
sex scenes that brought eight international filmmakers together. The eight short films shot in Paris,
Berlin and San Francisco are about intensive sex, quick sex, romantic sex, funny sex, the first sex and
the last sex. The range goes from a lesbian quickie in the toilet, a bloodthirsty orgy, romantic fisting all
the way to wet teenage dreams. The queer filmmaker each made films about „the other gender” and
their sexuality. The result is a never seen before look upon sexual tastes and varieties, far from
clichés, with a fresh and sometimes humorous approach.
Maybe “Fucking Different“ is the queerest film experiment of all times!
LILITH (Mother of Evil), 13 mins, 2011, English
Directed by
Director Of Photography
Starring
Assistant Director
Cameras
Edited by
Music by
Production Coordinator and Photography
Location Courtesy of

Maria Beatty
Antonio Notarberardino
Rose Wood - Lilith
Rio Duran - Cain
Logan Stevens - Abel
C. Lou Sossah
Antonio Notarberardino
C. Lou Sossah
C. Lou Sossah
Maria Beatty
Rikkha
John Zorn
Ves PItts
Michael Wakefield

Synopsis: The evil Lilith, Who causes the hearts of men to go astray and appears in the dream of the
night and in the vision of the day, Who burns and casts down with nightmare, attacks and kills
children, boys and girls. She is conquered and sealed. Vanquished and trampled down are the
bewitching women--vanquished on earth and vanquished in heaven. Vanquished are their
constellations and stars. Bound are the works of their hands.
Biography: Maria Beatty is a New York filmmaker who directs, acts, and produces. Her films are often
made in black and white, have high production values, and cover various aspects of female sexuality
including BDSM and fetishism. She was inspired by expressionist German cinema, by French
surrealism and American film noir.
use. destroy. repeat., 10 mins, 2011, English
Written, directed, photographed, and edited by Todd Verow
Starring
x - Judy Minx
Y - *James
Assistant director
Florence Fradelizi
Music by
Rake
Thanks to
Les Souffleurs, Eduardo, Kay, Jürgen Brüning,
Kristian Petersen, Manuela Kay, Judy and *James
Synopsis: In Paris X (Judy Minx) cruises the Tuileries for sex. X hooks up with Y (*JAMES). Have
they met before? Will they meet again? Y suppresses a knowing smile and that is enough for X.
Biography: Todd Verow is New York's underground cinema posterboy, and you'll either love his work
or find it utterly repellent." -Time Out New York

Martina XXX, 8 mins, 2011, No Dialogue
Directed by
Director of Photography
Starring
Edited by
Stills by
Music by
Thanks to

Jürgen Brüning
Kristian Petersen
Pau Pappel
N8aktiv
Sara Svärtan Persson
Michael Bidner
Sara Svärtan Persson
Scream Club (Toi et Moi feat. Minenomondine)
KuK
Wurstfilmclub.com, Claus Matthes, Jörn Hartmann

Synopsis: A playful afternoon full of tennis balls, big balls, oranges and other fruits.
Biography: Jürgen Brüning lives and works in Berlin. Since the early Eighties he was involved with
films. He collaborated with Bruce LaBruce, Ela Troyano, Nan Goldin, Thunska Pansittivorakul, Maria
Beatty, Richard Kern, Cheryl Dunye, Kristian Petersen, Manuela Kay, Claus Matthes, Tatiana Saphir,
Jochen Werner, Niels Bormann, Jörn Hartmann, Susanne Sachsse and many others. In 2006 he
initiated the first Porn Film Festival Berlin. He wants to be a reindeer some day.
anchor anatomic, 11 mins., 2011, English
Written, directed, photographed, and edited by Courtney Trouble
Starring
Quinn Valentine
Robert Would
Thanks to
Ana, Stella, The Upper Crusts, NYC
Synopsis: The tautness of tight skin, melting into lust.
Biography: Courtney Trouble is a filmmaker, published and celebrated photographer, queer rights
activist, DIY genius, and an award-winning feminist pornographer. Courtney is the founder of
NoFauxxx.Com and QueerPorn.TV, as well of the director of 12 full-length films.
Offing Jack, 14 mins, 2011, English
Written and directed by
Director of Photography
Starring
Edited by
Music by
Stills by
Thanks to

Bruce LaBruce
Alex Forge
Kristian Petersen
Finn
Kay Garnellen
Martina Minette Dreier
Jörn Hartmann
Giovanni dal Monte
Sara Svärtan Persson
NoodlesNoodles&Noodles Corp, Wurstfilm

Synopsis: Jack and his lover have a domestic fight and then sex and then fight again.
Biography: Bruce LaBruce is a Toronto based filmmaker, writer, director, photographer, and artist. He
began his career in the mid eighties making a series of short experimental super 8 films and co-editing
a punk fanzine called J.D.s, which begat the queercore movement. He has directed and starred in
three feature length movies, "No Skin Off My Ass" (1991), "Super 8 1/2" (1994), and "Hustler White"
(1996). More recently he has directed three art/porn features, “Skin Flick” (2000), “The Raspberry
Reich” (2004) and „L.A. Zombie“.He also directed the independent feature “Otto; or, Up with Dead
People” (2008).
Blümchensex, 10 mins, 2011, No dialogue
Directed by
Director of Photography
Starring
Edited by
Music by
Stills by
Thanks to

Manuela Kay
Kristian Petersen
André, Hannes
fRancy Fabritz
Claudia Fierke
Manuela Kay, Claus Matthes
Claus Matthes, Bettina und Kruse

Synopsis: Two men meet in nature and fist fuck. Fisting is seen as something very rough and violent.
But really it's very romantic and intimate. (Gay) men and gay sex is usually reduced to the penis, but
men do have other body parts and orifices. Also fisting is the only sex technique that has no gender
and no sexual orientation - everybody has hands and an asshole...
Biography: Manuela Kay from Berlin-Kreuzberg is a journalist and writer and to her own surprise
porn-expert. She is chief-editor of Germany’s lesbian magazine “L-MAG” and used to work for many
years for the Berlin International Film Festival. She’s been part of the Porn Film Festival-Team for five
years now. In 1994 she made Germany’s first dyke porn AIRPORT in collaboration with Silke
Dunkhorst. Ever since she’s faithful to porn and still believes that good porn is part of sexual liberation.
This year she’s also part of the FUCKING DIFFERENT XXX project (premiering at the PFFB) for
which she made her first gay boy’s porn.
New Kid on the Block, 14 mins, 2011, English/German
Written, directed and edited by
Director of Photography
Starring
Edited by
Music by
Stills by
Catering by
Thanks to

Emilie Jouvet
Emilie Jouvet
Kristian Petersen
Nic Stocksson
Zaho Sebastian Mann
Emilie Jouvet
Viktor von Daphodil
Emilie Jouvet
Jürgen Brüning
Isa & Naima, Lolo & Pierre, Paula, Cha

Synopsis: Summer 1990. Tobias is 16. He lives at his parent's house in Germany. His settled
teenager life will be suddenly disturbed by the arrival of a young exchange student from Sweden.
Biography: Emilie Jouvet is a photographer and filmmaker. Her personal, artistic, and political work
shows her friends and lovers in their intimacy, far away from the clichés of the standard gay
representations. Since she made "One Night Stand", her first feature queer porn movie, she writes a
blog diary of her filming experience about interaction between Art, Genderqueer, Feminism and
Pornography. Her new movie, "TOO Much Pussy ! FEMINIST SLUTS, A Queer X Show" is a sexpositive road-movie and documentary about the wild adventures of seven women on a performance
art tour, who travelled in a van around Europe during summertime.
Dyke fight, 8 mins, 2011, No dialogue
Written, directed, photographed and edited by
Starring
Edited by
Music by
Stills by
Thanks to

Kristian Petersen
G.G., Boots Ramon
Kristian Petersen
electrosexual, featured songs: Discolition, The
extended love
Emilie Jouvet, Sara Svärtan Persson
Marica…warte noch auf Nachnamen, Metzgerei,
Dyke fight party, Richard, Dennis, Christian
SÜDBLOCK, Cazzo

Synopsis: Sex positive quick encounter in a toilet. Who is the next?
Biography: Kristian Petersen is the inventor of the Fucking Different series starting with Berlin to also
include New York, Tel Aviv and Sao Paulo. Kristian Petersen received his Diploma and Master of fine
arts at HBK Braunschweig, Germany (Prof. Birgit Hein, Film and Prof. Marina Abramovic,
Performance). He is the Founder and director of the experimental cinema "Quino im Querhaus",
Berlin, since 1992 soundrecordist in different TV and Filmproductions, since 1995 d.o.p in different TV,
Film and music video productions, since 2002 teaching Visual Anthropology at the Freie Universität
Berlin and Documentary Film at the “Berliner Filmschule”.

